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Abstract—Content delivery networks (CDNs) have been widely implemented to provide scalable cloud services. Such networks

support resource pooling by allowing virtual machines or physical servers to be dynamically activated and deactivated according to

current user demand. This paper examines online video replication and placement problems in CDNs. An effective video provisioning

scheme must simultaneously (i) utilize system resources to reduce total energy consumption and (ii) limit replication overhead. We

propose a scheme called adaptive data placement (ADP) that can dynamically place and reorganize video replicas among cache

servers on subscribers’ arrival and departure. Both the analyses and simulation results show that ADP can reduce the number of

activated cache servers with limited replication overhead. In addition, ADP’s performance is approximate to the optimal solution.

Index Terms—Content delivery networks, resource management, video streaming

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, content delivery networks (CDNs) [1]
have been widely implemented to provide scalable cloud

services. Fig. 1 shows a typical local CDN whose servers are
located in the same place. The request of each visitor (A) is
first processed and identified by a gateway server (B) and
then directed to a cache server (CS) (C) in the server farm.
CSs are typically virtual machines and can dynamically pro-
vide various services by executing different contents loaded
from a backhaul database (D). This cloud-based architecture
can provide a high degree of scalability and flexibility for
service provisioning because it adaptively utilizes storage
space, computing power, and network bandwidth by acti-
vating different numbers of CSs. As mentioned in Refs. [2],
[3], [4], the use of CSs is critical because the average loading
of a single CS is typically substantially lower than its maxi-
mum capability. Therefore, minimizing the number of acti-
vated CSs is correlated to, if not equal to, minimizing the
total energy consumption because of two reasons. First, sup-
porting an activated virtual/physical machine requires con-
siderable power compared with the dynamic workload of
visitors. Second, the system resources (e.g., network band-
width and CPU time) and power consumption required by
each visitor are almost identical. Many related studies, such
as [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], have focused on analyzing or
reducing the number of activated CSs in a CDN.

CDNs are effective platforms for providing various
types of services. Among them, on-demand video provi-
sioning is a popular application, allowing numerous users

to arbitrarily request videos from a massive database.
Video websites such as YouTube, Vimeo, and DailyMotion
are examples. When a visitor arrives and requests a video
clip, the system must assign a serving CS and copy a rep-
lica of the clip from the backhaul database if the CS does
not cache the clip for other visitors. Because each CS has
limited capability, the total number of video clips it stores
and the total outgoing bandwidth of subscribers it bears is
limited by its space and bandwidth constraints. Fig. 2 illus-
trates an example of this two-dimensional resource alloca-
tion problem, where the length and width respectively
express the space and bandwidth capacity of a CS, and u
and p respectively illustrate users and their requested pro-
grams. Here, Visitors 1, 2, and 3 require Video Programs
A, B, and C respectively. When User 4 is later directed to
this server, an additional unit of bandwidth is required
because each video is independently transmitted/played
by each user. However, Visitor 4 does not occupy an addi-
tional unit of storage space because Program A has already
been requested by Visitor 1.

Because of the many time-variant requirements of video
clips, intelligently placing videos among CSs and determine
their serving subscribers without violating capacity and
bandwidth limits is challenging. Typical CDN management
schemes in data centers fail to address this video provision-
ing problem for three reasons. First, rather than being sepa-
rately required by a specific user/subscriber, a video clip
may be simultaneously accessed by numerous online sub-
scribers. Second, the two resource requirements (i.e., band-
width and storage size) exhibit different characteristics (i.e.,
when different visitors request the same clip, their storage
requirements can be combined, whereas their bandwidth
requirements are independent). Third, because video place-
ments and server selections are conducted online as visitors
arrive and depart, the migration/management of clip over-
head should be limited to provide real-time responsiveness.
Therefore, a new resource management scheme that is
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specifically designed for provisioning online videos in
CDNs is required.

Many studies have been proposed to address different
challenges of CDNs. In [11], [12], [13], several feasibility
concerns of using virtual machines, including reliability,
performance interference, and resource contention, have
been discussed. Traditional resource management studies
[14], [15], [16] have placed files among a fixed number of
servers and focused on goals such as fulfilling users’
bandwidth requirement or optimizing server use. In [14],
a file placement scheme was proposed for balancing the
loading of hard drives in servers. Moreover, in [15], an
approach was designed to allocate video files among mul-
tiple servers. This approach balances the load and reduces
the failure rate of services by deciding the number of
video replicas based on server number, video length, and
encoding rate. Under similar modeling, a genetic algo-
rithm was proposed in [16]. The discussed methods are
based on different assumptions (i.e., fixed number of serv-
ers) and objectives (load-balancing) and are thus not suit-
able for solving our replica placement problem. Some
researchers have studied the inner routing between serv-
ers or datacenters inside a CDN. In [17], using CDNs to
conduct video conferences was discussed. Meng et al. [18]
examined server grouping and proposed a scheme that
can both reduce the number of switches and improve
transmission efficiency. In [19] and [20], routing methods
have been proposed among different datacenters of a
CDN, thereby lowering carbon footprints and electricity
costs and fulfilling users’ service requirements. Because
we focus on local CDNs where CSs are located in the
same place, routing between CSs and datacenters was not
the main concern.

Research has also investigated energy and resource sav-
ing in CDNs. In [21], user requests were categorized into
different classes. To reduce operational costs, the routes of
users were established based on the loading and energy
costs of each CS. The current study examined a CDN
whose CSs are remotely distributed and, thus, faces differ-
ent challenges and issues. Some studies have focused on
reducing the number of activated servers in local CDNs
and have had objectives similar to those of our study. The
schemes proposed in [2] and [5] place each “workload”
among servers based on servers’ “degrees of loading.”

Similarly, the method proposed in [6] allocates heavier
workloads to servers with fewer resources to improve
resource utilization. This work models the placement
problem as the traditional “1-D bin-packing” problem
and does not consider the multiple resources (e.g., band-
width and storage space) of each CS. This type of model-
ing fails to solve our placement problem, even when
generalized to multiple-dimension bin-packing, because it
assumes each subscription has independent storage
requirements. In [7], a new method called CPA was pro-
posed, which separates CSs into two groups: computation
servers and data servers. Under CPA, the requested serv-
ices are processed on the computation servers, whereas
the data is stored on the data servers. This work also has
different assumptions and thus cannot be adapted to
video stream provisioning. In [8] and [9], capacity man-
agement schemes for data centers were discussed. By acti-
vating the appropriate number of servers at the
appropriate time, the response time and power consump-
tion of the data-center can be reduced. In [10], an analyti-
cal model was proposed for balancing throughput
performance and power consumption. However, these
works have focused on the management of general-pur-
pose machines that serve user requests independently.
They do not apply the specific properties of video-on-
demand requests, such as combinable space require-
ments, as we mentioned.

Based on our research, no studies have examined this
video placement problem in CDNs. This paper introduces
a new problem called resource-saving video placement
(RSVP) and proposes a scheme called adaptive data place-
ment (ADP). Through analysis and simulations, we dem-
onstrate the two main advantages of ADP: (i) the worst-
case performance difference between ADP and the optimal
solution can be guaranteed, and (ii) the replication over-
head on each arrival or departure of a visitor is limited.
Because ADP is based on common assumptions, it can be
applied to various types of CDNs to improve their resource
and power efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the system model and notations and
formally declares the placement program. In Section 3,
the operation of ADP is detailed. Section 4 analyzes the
gap between ADP performance and optimal performance
and evaluates the ADP operational overhead. The perfor-
mance and overhead of ADP is also evaluated through
simulations in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded
in Section 6.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a local CDN.

Fig. 2. Example of a CS in a CDN.
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2 THE RESOURCE-SAVING VIDEO PLACEMENT

PROBLEM

2.1 System Model and Assumptions

Here we introduce the four assumptions of our model. First,
each video clip in the backhaul database that serves as the
basic management unit has identical storage size and trans-
mission bandwidth. This can be achieved by cutting long
programs into many pieces and encoding them with the
same codec. Second, all CSs, whether implemented with vir-
tual or physical machines, are assumed to have identical
available space and bandwidth, which is a common and
reasonable setting in a server farm. Third, the costs of repli-
cating a video clip from the backhaul database to any CS are
identical because we focus on local CDNs whose CSs are
located approximately. Finally, the overhead of deleting a
video replica on any CS is neglected because no data trans-
fer between CSs and databases occurs. All of the previous
assumptions are common and realistic and have thus been
used in many prior studies [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].

The notations used throughout this paper are as follows.
The number of total available video clips in the backhaul
database is denoted by integer M. The set of these clips is
represented by PP ¼ p1; p2; p3 . . . pMf g, where the mth clip is
labeled pm. Similarly, the number of activated CSs (i.e.,
those available for serving visitors) is N. The set of activated
CSs is SS ¼ s1; s2; s3 . . . sNf g, where sn denotes the nth acti-
vated CS. Because of the identical size of video clips and the
same available resources of each CS, the maximal number
of clips each CS can accommodate (i.e., the space capacity)
is denoted by SP. Similarly, the maximal number of trans-
missions each CS can simultaneously support (i.e., the
bandwidth capacity) is BW.

Next, we consider the requests of visitors. Let integer I be
the number of visiting subscriptions. Each subscriber inde-
pendently watches a video clip, which is denoted by ui,
1 2 i 2 I. Each subscription u can be further expressed by
u ¼ ðsu; puÞ, where su and pu respectively refer to its responsi-
ble CS and requested video clip. To describe each CS’s load-
ing condition, we let PPs ¼ puj8u; su ¼ sf g be the set of video
replicas placed in CS s. Therefore, the residual storage space
and bandwidth of each CS s is denoted by SPs ¼ SP � Psj j
and BWs ¼ BW � uj8u; su ¼ sf gj j. To trace the distribution
of each video clip, we use SSp ¼ CS sjp 2 Psf g to represent the
set of servers that contain clip p, and we let
CNðs; pÞ ¼ jfujsu ¼ s; pu ¼ pgj refer to the number of sub-
scriptions requesting clip p in CS s.

To manage the resources of CSs, we define the four types
of loading conditions later used in the proposed scheme: full
(FUL), space full (SPF), bandwidth-full (BWF), and open
server (OPS). Type FUL CSs refers to fully loaded CSs with
no vacant space and bandwidth (i.e., SSFUL ¼ CS sjBWs ¼ 0;f
SPs ¼ 0g; type SPF CSs refers to those with vacant band-

width but no empty available space (i.e., SSSPF ¼ CS sjf
BWs > 0; SPs ¼ 0g. CSs with vacant space but no additional

bandwidth are called BWF and are denoted by SSBWF ¼
CS sjBWs ¼ 0; SPs > 0f g. Finally, CSs with both available

bandwidth and space are called OPS, which accommodate
the replicas that cannot form a complete FUL/SPF/BWF CS.
As we detail in Section 3, our proposed scheme always con-
tains one and only one activated OPS CS (which may be

empty and contain no replicas). We use sOPS to denote
this specific server, whose BWsOPS > 0 and SPsOPS > 0.
The set of videos stored in SPF, BWF, and FUL CSs are

expressed by PPSPF , PPBWF ; and PPFUL, respectively. Clearly,

PPSPF ¼ [s2SSPF fpsg; and so are PPBWFand PPFUL. All notations
used throughout this paper are summarized in Table 1.

To illustrate the mentioned notations, Fig. 3 shows an
example of a CDN that has four activated CSs (i.e, s1 to s4)
and seven video clips (i.e., p1 to p7). Each CS contains video
replicas requested by its respective serving subscriptions:
PPs1 ¼ p4; p5f g, PPs2 ¼ p2; p6; p7f g, PPs3 ¼ p1; p2; p3f g, and

PPs4 ¼ p4; p5f g. We use clip p4 to introduce additional nota-

tions. Because p4 is requested by subscriptions {u5, u6, u16,
u17}, which are allocated to both s1 and s4, SSp4 ¼ s1; s4f g. In
s1, because subscriptions u16 and u17 are requesting clip p4,
CN s1; p4ð Þ ¼ 2. CS s1 is an OPS CS because it has both space
and bandwidth vacancy (i.e., BWs1 ¼ 2, and SPs1 ¼ 1),

whereas s2, s3, and s4 are SPF, FUL, and BWF CSs
respectively.

2.2 Problem Specification

On the basis of the previous notations, our RSVP problem is
formally defined as follows:

Definition 2.1.

GivenSP;BW;PP; and pui for all 1 � I � I; (1)

Find ½su1 ; su2 ; . . . ; suI � tominimizeN;

Subject to
(2)

sui 2 SS; 8 1 � i � I (3)

uijsui ¼ sn
� ��� �� � BW; 8 1 � i � I; 1 � n � N (4)

pui jsui ¼ sn
� ��� �� ¼ PPsnj j � SP; 8 1 � i � I; 1 � n � N

Where
(5)

SSj j ¼ N (6)

pui 2 PP; for all 1 � i � I: (7)

The rationale for this problem is that, given the resource
capacity of each CS, the set of video clips, and the clip to
which each user subscribes (i.e., (1)), we allocate each sub-
scription to minimize the total number of activated CSs (i.e.,
(2)). Each subscription is placed into one of the activated
CSs (3), whereas the space and bandwidth limit of each CS
are not violated ((4) and (5)). Equations (6) and (7) respec-
tively describe the activated server and the clip of the
subscription.

The optimal solution to this static problem is intuitive:
(i) All unserved video clips are sorted in the increasing
order of their subscription numbers. (ii) Starting from the
head of the queue, clips are individually placed into a
server s until s becomes BWF, SPF, or FUL, or until the
queue is emptied. s is then put into the solution set. (iii) If
the queue is emptied, the algorithm ends. (iv) If there
exists a SPF server s1 and a BWF server s2 in the solution
set, proceed to step (v), otherwise go to step (ii). (v) The
clip with the least subscriptions in s1 is exchanged with
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that with the most subscriptions in s2. If s1 has insufficient
bandwidth to accommodate all subscriptions of the clip of
s2, then it takes the maximal demand it can serve. This
process is repeated until s1 becomes FUL. (vi) s1 is placed
back into the final solution set. s2 is freed and its clips are
returned to the queue, where the same clips are merged.
(vii) Go to step (i). This offline solution minimizes the

number of CSs because the final allocation is either space-
saturated or bandwidth-saturated. In either case, the
consumed CSs cannot be further reduced because CSs
in the placement have the same resource bottleneck.
Since SP are BW are constant and do not vary as Pj j
changes, the complexity of this algorithm is Oð Pj j2 log Pj jÞ
because it is repeated at most O( Pj j) times, whereas step

Fig. 3. Example of file placement in a CDN.

TABLE 1
Notation Table

PP ¼ fp1; p2; p3 . . . pMg The set of video clips in the system

SS ¼ fs1; s2; s3 . . . sNg The set of activated CSs in the system
pm The mth video program
sn The nth activated CSs
M The number of programs
N The number of activated CSs
BW The available bandwidth of each CS
SP The available space of each CS
UU ¼ fu1; u2; u3 . . .uIg The set of user subscriptions in the system
u ¼ ðsu; puÞ Subscription uwhich requests program pu and is placed on CS su
PPs The set of video clips stored in CS s
SSp The set of servers containing program p
BWs The available bandwidth of CS s
SPs The available space of CS s
CNðs; pÞ ¼ jfsubscription ujsu ¼ s; pu ¼ pgj The number of subscriptions served by server s and requesting program p

SSSPF ¼ VM sjBWs > 0; SPs ¼ 0f g The set of the space full (SPF) servers

SSBWF ¼ VM sjBWs ¼ 0; SPs > 0f g The set of bandwidth full (BWF) servers

SSFUL ¼ VM sjBWs ¼ 0; SPs ¼ 0f g The set of full (FUL) servers

sOPS The open server

PPSPF ¼ [s2SSPF fpsg The set of clips stored in the SPF servers

PBWF ¼ [s2SBWF fpsg The set of clips stored in the BWF servers

PPFUL ¼ [s2SFULfpsg The set of clips stored in the FUL servers

B ¼ I The total required bandwidth of all subscriptions
ROPT The number of activated CSs in the optimal solution

RADP The number of CSs in ADP
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(i) has O( Pj jlog Pj j) complexity. This offline algorithm only
serves as a performance reference and is infeasible for
addressing time-variant online requirements in the real
world because it must locate the whole placement again if
any subscriber enters or leaves the system. A reasonable
solution should entail limiting the replication overhead to
an acceptable level and utilizing the system resources to
reduce the number of activated CSs.

3 THE PROPOSED HEURISTIC: ADAPTIVE DATA

PLACEMENT

To achieve high resource utilization, our proposed
scheme, ADP, follows three principles: (i) it maintains
only one OPS server in a system to enable most CSs to
achieve at least one aspect (i.e., bandwidth or space) of
full utilization; (ii) it maintains the exclusiveness of video
clips (i.e., allows at most one replica for each clip) among
the OPS and SPF servers to improve space efficiency,
which we demonstrate in the next section; and (iii) it con-
ducts less physical replication to limit overhead. To
increase the readability of the pseudocode, the updating
processes of the following variables are not contained in
the details of ADP: PPs, SSp, BWs, SPs, CN s; pð Þ. These
parameters can be updated based on their definitions after
a subscription is added to or removed from a CS. The only

exception is sOPS , which ADP must determine and change
during execution. ADP is composed of two main func-
tions: ARRIVE and DEPART, which are respectively exe-
cuted when a subscription enters and leaves a system.
They are detailed in Subsection A. Additional procedures
required by DEPART are detailed in Subsection B.

Notably, in the primitive version of ADP, we also consid-
ered a periodical readjustment and redistribution process,
which periodically swaps subscriptions between BWF and
SPF servers to increase the “production” of FUL servers.
However, this process yields heavy migration overhead
and saves few resources. Therefore, we removed this part
from the final version.

3.1 Main Functions: ARRIVE and DEPART

The pseudocode ARRIVE is detailed in Algorithm 1. When
a visitor enters the CDN and requests a video clip, the sys-
tem initiates a subscription u and selects the serving CS su
based on the current placement of existing subscriptions.
ADP first determines whether the same clip (i.e., pu) exists
in any SPF CS, leading to two possible outcomes. First, if
the answer is positive, then u is added to this CS to fill up its
bandwidth without consuming additional storage space.

Otherwise, u is added to sOPS . Here, if sOPS becomes BWF,

SPF, or FUL after the addition, then a new empty sOPS is ini-
tiated. This ARRIVE process provides fast responsiveness

because the initiation of a new CS (i.e., sOPS) occurs only
after, not on, a subscription’s arrival. Any incoming sub-
scription can be placed into an activated CS (SPF or the
OPS) in real-time if the arrival and departure processes of
previous subscriptions are completed. To achieve an even
shorter latency and address highly bursty demands, a
buffer that maintains already activated CSs can be also
considered.

Algorithm 1. ARRIVE

ARRIVE(u): decides the serving CS su of an incoming subscrip-
tion requesting clip pu

1: if (9 CS s: s 2 SSSPF and PPs 3 pu){//find a SPF CS that con-
tains pu

2: su  s;
3: }else{//all SPF CSs do not contain pu
4: su  sOPS ; //add the subscription into the OPS server
5: if (pu =2 PPsOPS

) PPsOPS
 PPsOPS

þ fpug; //copy program pu
from backhaul

6: if (BWsu ¼¼ 0 or SPsu ¼¼ 0) sOPS  new server;}

Algorithm 2 details the DEPART procedure, which
reorganizes the replica placement in CSs when a subscrip-
tion u leaves the system. Because the system prefers to
reduce a subscription from CSs following the priority of
“OPS!BWF!SPF!FUL,” it determines whether a sub-
scription u0 requests the same clip pu following this pre-
ferred order of server types (i.e., it starts by looking for u0

at sOPS , then in SSBWF , SSSPF , and SSFUL). These two sub-
scriptions then swap their serving CSs to enable the video
clip to depart in this desired priority. The rationale here
is that (i) the CSs of higher bandwidth and space utiliza-
tion should be left as unchanged as possible, and (ii) less
operation is required if a subscription leaves from the
OPS CS. After u‘s departure, ADP calls the respective pro-
cedures (i.e., leavefromFUL, leavefromBWF, and leave-
fromSPF) to reorganize the departed CS su according to
its type STYPE (note that no additional process is required
for leaving OPS). After the described maintenance is com-
plete, the CS where u departs from (i:e:; suÞ is (i) reorgan-
ized as a BWF/SPF/FUL CS or (ii) becomes the new OPS;
hence, the current OPS is emptied and deactivated during
the reorganization process.

Algorithm 2. DEPART

DEPART(u): reorganizes the file placement of CSs when a
subscription u leaves the system

1: //find a subscription u0 which takes over u’s position
2: if (9 subscription u0: pu0 ¼ pu and su0 ¼ sOPS) break;
3: else if (9 subscription u0: pu0 ¼ pu and su0 2 SBWF ) break;
4: else if (9 subscription u0: pu0 ¼ pu and su0 2 SSPF ) break;
5: else u0  u;
6: swap su; su0 ;
7: STYPE  type ofðsuÞ; //save the type ofsu0 before leaving
8: disconnect u from su;
9: //Manage su according to its STYPE
10: switch STYPE {
11: case OPS: break;
12: case BWF: leavefromBWF(su); break;
13: case SPF: leavefromSPF(su); break;
14: case FUL: leavefromFUL(su); break;
15: }
16: /� check OPS state �/
17: if (BWsuSPsu > 0Þ){// su has both available bandwidth

and space
18: deactivate sOPS ;
19: sOPS  su;
20: }
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3.2 Procedures

We first describe the procedure MOVE, which migrates sub-
scriptions between CSs and is executed in reorganization
procedures leavefromBWF, leavefromSPF, and leavefrom-
FUL. As shown in Algorithm 3(a), this procedure moves n
subscriptions of clip p from a source CS ssrc to a destination
CS sdest. It first determines whether sdest already contains
the replica of clip p; if not, then p is replicated from the back-
haul. The procedures then switch the serving CS of these n
subscriptions from ssrc to sdest.

Next, we introduce the departure process for different
types of CSs. If a subscription leaves from sOPS , then
the system performs no additional operations. However,
when a subscription has left BWF CS sLEAVE , as shown in
Algorithm 3(b), the system moves one subscription from
sOPS to sLEAVE to fill the bandwidth of sLEAVE if sOPS is not
empty. Otherwise, sLEAVE migrates the subscriptions to the
SPF CSs, which already contain these clips, and becomes
the new OPS. Here, the number of subscriptions moved
from sLEAVE to the SPF CS s0 is min CN sLEAVE; pð Þ; BWs0ð Þ
because it must not surpass the total number of existing
subscriptions in s (i.e., CN sLEAVE; pð Þ,) as well as the avail-
able bandwidth of s0 (i.e., BWs0 ). Algorithm 3(c) details the
procedure executed when a subscription leaves SPF CS
sLEAVE . If sLEAVE has no available space after the departure,
then it remains SPF and no additional process is necessary.
Otherwise, the system determines whether the current sOPS

is empty; if so, then sLEAVE becomes the new sOPS . Other-
wise, the system migrates one subscription from sOPS to
sLEAVE to fill up sLEAVE‘s storage space and causes it to
become SPF or FUL again.

Finally, we detail the process when a subscription
leaves a FUL CS sLEAVE . The system considers two condi-
tions: (i) one available storage space emerges after the
departure (i.e., SPsLEAVE

¼¼ 1), and (ii) CS sLEAVE‘s stor-

age space remains full (i.e., SPsLEAVE
¼¼ 0). In condition

(i), the system reorganizes clips the same as when a sub-
scription leaves from a BWF CS because in these two con-
ditions, CS sLEAVE has one unit of available bandwidth
and any available storage space. In condition (ii), the sys-
tem first determines whether another SPF CS s0 has com-
mon replicas with sLEAVE ; if so, then one of s0’s
subscriptions (i.e., u0) is moved to sLEAVE to cause it to be
FUL again. Afterward, s0 may remain SPF or become the
new OPS. If replicas in sLEAVE and all SPF CSs are mutu-
ally exclusive, then the system moves one common rep-
lica from sOPS to sLEAVE to make it FUL again.

4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In Subsection A, we analyze the migration overhead of
ADP. In Subsection B, we introduce a lemma and then use it
to discuss the performance of ADP.

4.1 Migration Overhead

According to our fourth assumption, when a subscription is
added to a CS that already has the same video replica, the
system does not have to replicate the clip from the backhaul.
Therefore, when analyzing ADP overhead, the replication
should be counted only when a CS includes a clip not
required by its existing subscriptions. In the following

theorem, we prove that, in our proposed method, at most
one video clip is replicated to CSs on any arrival or depar-
ture of a subscription.

Algorithm 3. Procedures of ADP

(a) Procedure MOVE

MOVE(ssrc, sdest, n, p):moves n subscriptions of clip p from CS
ssource to sdest

1: if (CN sdest; pð Þ ¼¼ 0 ) copy p from backhaul to sdest;
2: for (int n’ ¼ 0;n’<n;n’þþ){
3: find a subscription uwhere pu ¼¼ p and su ¼¼ ssrc;
4: su  sdest;
5: }

(b) Procedure leavefromBWF

leavefromBWF(sLEAVE): reorganize the placement after a sub-
scription leaves from a BWF CS sLEAVE

1: if (PPsOPS
! ¼ �){

2: find a clip p in sOPS ;
3: move sOPS; sLEAVE; 1; pð Þ;
4: }else{/�move common programs to SPF �/
5: for(each clip p : p 2 ðPsLEAVE \ PPSPF Þ) {
6: for(each CS s0 : s0 2 SSSPF andPPs0 3 p)

move sLEAVE; s
0;min CN sLEAVE; pð Þ; BWs0ð Þ; pð Þ;

7: }

8: }

(c) Procedure leavefomSPF

leavefromSPF(sLEAVE): reorganize the placement after a sub-
scription leaves from a SPF CS sLEAVE

1: if (SPsLEAVE ¼¼ 1 && PPsOPS
! ¼ �){

2: find a program p in sOPS ;

3: move sOPS; sLEAVE;min CN sOPS; pð Þ; BWsLEAVE

� �
; p

� �
;

4: }

(d) PROCEDURE LEAVEFROMFUL

leavefromFUL(sLEAVE): reorganize the placement after a sub-
scription leaves from a FUL CS sLEAVE

1: if (SPsLEAVE ¼¼ 1){//has storage space after leaving

2: leavefromBWF(sLEAVE)

3: }else{//has no storage space after departure

4: if (9 subscription u0: ðpu0 2 PPsLEAVE Þ ^ ðs0u 2 SSSPF Þ){//has
common clips with SPF

5: s0  s0u; //mark this SPF CS as s0

6: move s0; sLEAVE; 1; pu0ð Þ; // move one common
subscription to sLEAVE

7: if (SPs0 > 0 && PPsOPS
6¼ �Þ){//if s0 has an empty space

after the migration

8: find a clip p in sOPS ; //becomes SPF

9: move sOPS; s
0;min CN sOPS; pð Þ; BWs0ð Þ; pð Þ;

10: }else if((SPs0 > 0 && PPsOPS
¼ �){

11: sLEAVE  s0; //s0 is set as the new OPS in the end

12: }

13: }else if (9 subscription u0: ðpu0 2 PPsLEAVE Þ ^ðs0u ¼ sOPSÞ)
{//has a common clip with OPS

14: move sOPS; sLEAVE; 1; pu0ð Þ; // move it from OPS to the
departing CS s

15: }

16: }
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Theorem 4.1 ADP conducts at most one physical replication
(i.e., copying a clip from the backhaul server to a CS) on any
single arrival or departure of a subscription).

Proof.We prove this lemma by considering all possible con-
ditions when a subscription arrives at or departs from a
system. First, when a subscription u is added to a CS s,
two possibilities are created in the ARRIVE function:

(a-1) s is SPF (lines 1 and 2 of ARRIVE): This occurs
only when s already contains pu, thus requiring no physi-
cal replication.

(a-2) s ¼ sOPS (lines 4 to 6 of ARRIVE): In this case, if
pu =2 PPsOPS

, then one replication is made to copy pu from

the backhaul. Otherwise, no physical replication is neces-
sary. Therefore, at most one replication is conducted. In
all arrival cases, the replication is thus processed at most
one time.

Next, we study the possible conditions of departure.
Because the situations are more complicated than the
arrival cases, we study all possible conditions and
subconditions:

(d-1) line 11 in DEPART: no migration is performed
when the subscription leaves from sOPS , and thus no rep-
lication overhead occurs.

(d-2) line 12 in DEPART (leavefromBWF is called):
(d-2–1) lines 2 to 3 in leavefromBWF (PPsOPS

6¼ �):
Function MOVE is called once. Because at most one clip
is moved, the replication overhead is at most one.

(d-2–2) lines 4 to 8 in leavefromBWF (PPsOPS
¼ �): All

subscriptions having common replicas are moved to SPF
CSs. Because the replicas of these subscriptions are already
in SPF CSs, no physical replications are committed during
themovement, and thus the replication overhead is zero.

(d-3) line 13 in DEPART (leavefromSPF is called):
MOVE is called at most once in leavefromSPF. Therefore,
at most one replica is copied to a CS.

(d-4) line 14 in DEPART (leavefromFUL is called):
(d-4–1) line 2 in leavefromFUL (SPsLEAVE ¼¼ 1): Same

as (d-2). Therefore the overhead is at most one.
(d-4–2) lines 3 to 16 in leavefromFUL (SPsLEAVE ¼¼ 0):
(d-4–2–1) lines 5 to 12 in leavefromFUL (9 subscrip-

tion u0: ðpu0 2 PPsLEAVE Þ ^ ðs0u 2 SSSPF Þ): The first MOVE

yields no replication because the replica pu0 already exists
in both sLEAVE and s0u. Because the only replication over-
head the system may yield is the MOVE function in line
9, the replication overhead is at most one.

(d-4–2–2) lines 13 to 15 in leavefromFUL (@ subscrip-

tion u0: ðpu0 2 PPsLEAVE Þ ^ ðs0u 2 SSSPF Þ): The system yields

no replication overhead because it moves a common rep-
lica only in line 14. Therefore, at most one video clip is
copied from the backhaul.

Based on the mentioned branches, we conclude that
physical replication always occurs at most once on a
departure event. Therefore, on any arrival and departure
of any subscription, the replication overhead of ADP is at
most one. tu

4.2 Performance Bound between ADP and the
Optimal Solution

Next, we analyze the performance (i.e., the number of
active CSs in the system) of the proposed scheme. We

first show the property of “replica exclusiveness” among
OPS and all SPF CSs in Lemma 4.2; in Theorem 4.3, we
then find the difference between the performance of the
proposed scheme and the optimal performance based on
this lemma.

Lemma 4.2. In ADP, 8clip p; SSp \fSSSPF [fsOPSgg�� �� � 1 (i.e., in
a CDN managed by ADP, for all video clips, at most one rep-
lica is in the OPS CS and all SPF CSs.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. In other words,
we must (i) show that the lemma (i.e.,

8clip p; SSp \fSSSPF [fsOPSgg
�� �� � 1) holds initially, and (ii)

prove that it remains satisfied after an arrival or depar-
ture of any subscription. Clearly, (i) is true because at the
beginning, where no subscriptions in any CS are found,
SSp ¼ � for all clip p.

Next, we study the conditions after an arrival and
departure. As discussed in Theorem 4.1, when a sub-
scription u arrives, it must be added to an SPF CS (a-1) or
sOPS (a-2). Lemma 4.2 still holds in (a-1) because no CSs
change any replica after the arrival. In case (a-2), no repli-
cation would occur if pu 2 PPsOPS

before the arrival. There-

fore, all CSs contain the same video clips, thus indicating
that the lemma remains true. However, if pu =2 PPsOPS

,

then it must not have belonged to the OPS and SPF origi-
nally and, thus, exists only in sOPS after the addition. In
either case, the lemma holds. Because the condition
remains true in both (a-1) and (a-2), it holds after a sub-
scription’s arrival.

Next, similar to Theorem 4.1, we consider the replica
combination under all possibilities. Here, we let P 0P 0 and
S0S0 respectively denote the sets of replicas and servers
after the reorganization process. Given that the OPS and
all SPF servers have exclusive clips initially, the lemma
holds after each of the following conditions:

(d-1) line 11 in DEPART: s0OPS ¼ sOPS , PP
0
sOPS
� PPsOPS

,

SSSPF 0 ¼ SSSPF , and 8s 2 SSSPF , PP 0s ¼ PPs.
(d-2–1) lines 2 to 3 in leavefromBWF: s0OPS ¼ sOPS ,

PP 0sOPS
� PPsOPS

, SSSPF 0 ¼ SSSPF , and 8s 2 SSSPF ,PP 0s ¼ PPs.

(d-2–2) lines 4 to 8 in leavefromBWF: s0OPS ¼ sLEAVE ,

PPsLEAVE \ PPSPF 0 ¼ �, SSSPF 0 � SSSPF ; and 8s 2 SSSPF 0 ;

PP 0s ¼ PPs.
(d-3) leavefromSPF is called: Two cases are possible:

(i) The IF statement in line 1 of leavefomSPF is satis-
fied. Two subconditions are considered. First, if
CN sOPS; pð Þ > BWsLEAVE , then s0OPS ¼ sOPS,

SSSPF 0 � SSSPF , and 8s 2 SSSPF 0 [ s0
OPSf g; PP 0ss ¼ PPs

(i.e., sLEAVE becomes FUL). Otherwise,

s0OPS ¼ sOPS, PP 0sOPS
¼ PPsOPS

� fpg, SSSPF 0 ¼ SSSPF ,

PP 0sLEAVE ¼ PPsLEAVE þ fpg, and 8s 2 SSSPF 0 �
fsLEAVEg; PP 0s ¼ PPs (i.e., all replicas of p are
migrated to sLEAVE, and sLEAVE remains as SPF).

(ii) Otherwise, no migration is made. Therefore,

s0OPS ¼ sOPS , PP 0sOPS
¼ PPsOPS

, SSSPF 0 ¼ SSSPF , and

8s 2 SSSPF ; PPs ¼ PP 0s
In either case, the lemma holds.
(d-4–1) line 2 in leavefromFUL: Same as (d-2).
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(d-4–2–1) lines 5 to 12 in leavefromFUL: Three cases
are possible:

(i) The IF in line 7 of leavefromFUL is satisfied: the
operation among the OPS and SPF server s0 is
identical to case (i) of (d-3). Therefore, the lemma
also holds in this case.

(ii) The IF in line 10 leavefromFUL is satisfied: s0OPS ¼
sLEAVE , PP

0
sOPS
� PPsLEAVE , SS

SPF 0 ¼ SSSPF� fsLEAVEg,
and 8s 2 SSSPF 0 [f s0OPSg, PP 0s ¼ PPs (i.e., the original
ops is empty and sLEAVE becomes the new OPS).

(iii) Both IFs are not satisfied (i.e., SPs0 ¼ 0): In this
case, no modification is made.

In the three mentioned cases, the lemma holds.
(d-4–2–2) lines 13 to 15 in leavefromFUL: s0OPS ¼ sOPS ,

PP 0sOPS
� PPsOPS

, SSSPF 0 ¼ SSSPF , and 8s 2 SSSPF 0 , PP 0s ¼ PPs.

The previous discussion proves that if the lemma
holds initially, then it remains true after any sub-
scription’s arrival or departure. Because we have proven
that: (i) the lemma is true at the beginning (i.e., empty
CSs), and (ii) it holds after any subscription’s arrival or
departure, we conclude this lemma is always true during
ADP execution. tu
Next, we use Lemma 4.2 to analyze the worst-case per-

formance difference between ADP and the optimal solution.
Some additional notations are used in this theorem. Let the
total required bandwidth and storage space of all existing
subscriptions in the system be B and M respectively. The
lower bound (LB) of the required number of the active CSs

is RLB ¼ dmax B
BW ; MSP
� �e because, regardless of the place-

ment, the total bandwidth and storage space of the subscrip-
tions can be no less than the total available resources of the
CSs currently activated. The number of the CSs of the opti-
mal solution and our proposed scheme ADP is denoted by

ROPT and RADP respectively.

Theorem 4.3. RADP �ROPT � min SSBWF
�� ��þ SSFUL

�� ��; SSSPF
�� ��� �

(i.e., the performance difference between ADP and the optimal
solution is bounded).

Proof. Because ROPT � RLB, we know that

RADP �ROPT � RADP �RLB: (8)

Next, in the file placement of ADP, the bandwidth of
all FUL and BWF CSs are fully loaded. Therefore,

B � BW 	 ð SSBWF
�� ��þ SSFUL

�� ��Þ: (9)

Similarly, because the replicas contained by all SPF
and OPS CSs differ (Lemma 4.2), and the storage space of
SPF CSs are fully utilized:

M � SP 	 SSSPF
�� ��� �

: (10)

Based on (9) and (10), we know that the performance
of the LB should be

RLB ¼ max
B

BW
;
M

SP

� �	 


� max SSBWF
�� ��þ SSFUL

�� ��þ 1; SSSPF
�� ��þ 1

� �
: (11)

By placing (11) into (8), we have

RADP �ROPT � RADP �RLB

� ½ SSBWF
�� ��þ SSFUL

�� ��þ SSSPF
�� ��þ 1�

�max SSBWF
�� ��þ SSFUL

�� ��þ 1; SSSPF
�� ��þ 1

� �
¼ min SSBWF

�� ��þ SSFUL
�� ��; SSSPF

�� ��� �
:

(12)

tu
Although this theoretical worst-case performance differ-

ence is no higher than 50 percent, as we show in the simula-
tions, the actual bound is generally much tighter. This is
because in the placement of ADP, CSs are always domi-
nated by either BWF or SPF CSs, according to the distribu-
tions of the subscriptions’ requesting clips. Another type of
CSs occupies only a small portion, making the actual perfor-
mance bound more approximate to the optimum than the
worst case.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

5.1 Simulation Settings

Because we assume the incoming event of each subscription
is independent, the interval between each set of two consecu-
tive subscriptions is exponentially distributed. To simulate
the time-variant amount of traffic during a day, the arrival
rate per hour is expressed as q tð Þ ¼ 80 000 cos 2pt

24

� �þ 2
� �

;
0 � t � 24, where t is the hour of a day. The program each
incoming subscription requires is distributed using Zip’s
distribution [22], where the probability of requiring the ith

program is i�aPM

j¼1 j
�a. As [6] suggested, 0:271 � a � 1; there-

fore, we set a as 0.6. The lifetime of each subscription (i.e.,
the duration for which each visitor watches the chosen
video) is uniformly distributed in [0,600] seconds because
the video clip was 1 min in duration. These settings are com-
monly used in similar simulations such as [6]. Next, after
primitive simulations, we set SP ¼ 1250 and BW¼ 10 000 ,
which is the “range of interest” of the simulation because the
space and bandwidth resources of a CS are more balanced
under this setting. As subscribers arrive and leave, themajor-
ity of CSs can be either bandwidth-limited or space-limited.
Therefore, the complete behavior of ADP can be observed.

We used the simulation results from the second day to
enable the CSs to not be empty in the beginning and to cre-
ate a more realistic environment. The results (e.g., the num-
ber of active CSs and replication times in Figs. 5, 6, and 7)
are averaged 100 times for any single setting and recorded
for every minute of the simulation.

5.2 Video Concentration

We first adjust the values of M (i.e., the total number of
video clips) to 5000, 1.0 000, and 50 000, to observe ADP
behavior under different degrees of video concentration. As
shown in Fig. 4, when M ¼ 5000, subscriptions tend to be
more concentrated on popular clips. However, more unpop-
ular clips are found in the system when M is higher. The
type composition of CSs under various Ms- is shown in
Fig. 5. When M is lower (M ¼ 5000 in Fig. 5a), the type of
CSs is typically dominated by BWF. As M increases, SPF
CSs become more dominant (Figs. 5b and 5c). Regardless of
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the value of M, more SPF CSs tend to be under lower popu-
larity (i.e., Hours 10 to 15), and more BWF CSs tend to be
under higher popularity (i.e., Hours 0 to 5, 10 to 24). This is

because lower popularity leads to fewer subscriptions to
each program, which increases the difficulty of filling up
the bandwidth of each CS. In the following simulations, we
use these three M values (i.e., various degrees of program
distributions) to observe the system’s behavior.

5.3 Performance-Resource Consumption

Next, we compare the performance (i.e., the number of CSs
ADP requires) with other approaches. As mentioned, no
studies have attempted to address this dynamic allocation
problem. Therefore, we compare ADP with a primitive
approach called bandwidth-greedy (BWG). In BWG, each
arrival subscription is placed into the CS that has the least
residual bandwidth (i.e., the CS having the lowest BWs) to
fully use the bandwidth of the existing active CSs beforeFig. 5. Server composition of ADP under various video distributions.

Fig. 4. Program distribution.

Fig. 6. Performance of various placement strategies.
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initiating a new one. When a subscription leaves the system,
BWG performs no organization but deletes the replica that
is not used by other subscriptions. The performance of the
“offline solution” to the RSVP problem, as we introduce in
Section 2, is also presented as a performance reference.
Finally, we observe the LB mentioned in Theorem 4.3. The
results of LB, ADP, offline, and BWG under different M are
shown in Fig. 6.

The results of our study are critical for several reasons.
First, compared with BWG, ADP costs substantially less
CSs, thus indicating the effectiveness of ADP in saving
system resources and consumed power. In Fig. 6c, our
proposed scheme can save up to approximately 40 percent

of CSs (from 20 to 12 at 10 p.m.). Second, ADP typically
demonstrates performance approximate to the offline
solution and LB. The average and standard deviation of
the performance difference between ADP and the offline
(optimal) version are respectively 1.60 and 2.6 percent
when M ¼ 5000; 3.76 and 3.48 percent when M ¼ 10 000;
and 5.01 and 6.19 percent when M ¼ 15 000. ADP incurs a
larger difference when the number of SPF and BWF CSs
are more balanced in the system (e.g., 10–14 when M ¼
5000, 5–9/16–20 when M ¼ 10 000, and 0–4/18–24 when
M ¼ 15 000). The worst-case performance difference is
approximately 20 percent, which occurs at 2 a.m., M ¼ 15
000. This fact corresponds to Theorem 4.3: the perfor-
mance difference is min SSBWF

�� ��þ SSFUL
�� ��; SSSPF

�� ��� �
. There-

fore, this difference is mild when SPF or BWF CSs
dominate the system but becomes more pronounced when
both types of CSs are more balanced. Third, under a
higher M, the performance curve of ADP is flatter, show-
ing that the number of CSs is less affected by the arrival
rate of subscriptions. This is because when SPF CSs domi-
nate the system (i.e., Fig. 5 c), the number of CSs is mainly
decided by the space of the clips in the system and is less
sensitive to the time-varying bandwidth requirement (i.e.,
subscriber number of each clip).

5.4 Overhead

Finally, we observed the replication overhead of ADP,
which is counted only when a video clip is copied to a CS
that does not contain its replica. We recorded the total rep-
lication times of ADP and BWG in each minute and also
showed the total arrival and departure of subscriptions at
the baseline. The overheads of the two approaches are
shown in Fig. 7. The results demonstrate that the overhead
of ADP is higher because it reorganizes the replica place-
ment when subscriptions leave CSs. However, BWG repli-
cates a clip to a CS only when a subscription arrives and
does not conduct any additional process on departure.
The results also show that the overhead is limited by the
total arrival and departure times of subscriptions, as we
proved in Theorem 4.1. The results demonstrate that sav-
ing on the number of active CSs has a price (i.e., higher
replication overhead than BWG), which is though limited
and acceptable.

Based on the results in Fig. 5, we also observed that the
ADP overhead is milder when SPF CSs are more dominant
(i.e., higher M). This is because under this condition, new
subscriptions are more likely to be placed in an existing CS,
which already contains its replica. When most CSs in the
system are BWF, the system is more likely to replicate the
clip to a new CS when a subscription arrives because BWF
CSs have no available bandwidth.

6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we examine an online video placement
scheme for superior utilization and energy-saving in cloud
delivery networks. We introduce a new problem that
dynamically places incoming video subscribers to CSs to
limit the number of active machines as well as the replica-
tion overhead. This problem considers both transmission
bandwidth and storage space constraints and is modeled in

Fig. 7. Overhead of various approaches.
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a general manner. It can therefore be applied effectively to
various types and scales of CDNs. By classifying servers
into different types, our proposed ADP scheme places and
reorganizes video subscriptions on their arrival and depar-
ture. Through analysis, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
ADP regarding performance and overhead. The worst-case
overhead of ADP is limited, and the performance difference
to the optimum is bounded. The outstanding performance
of ADP is also evidenced by the simulations. The results
show that ADP significantly outperforms the compared
scheme under various conditions and maintains perfor-
mance approximate to the optimal solution. In addition, the
replication overhead of the system is also limited. To the
best of our knowledge, ADP is the only scheme that
addresses this placement problem and provides all the men-
tioned advantages.

We notice that other types of approaches may effectively
reduce the server number (although they might produce
heavier migration overhead; e.g., by analyzing and predict-
ing the incoming subscriptions or using machine learning to
redistribute replicas). In the future, we will study these
approaches to further improve and generalize our scheme.
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